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Investigation of electromagnetic properties of a high absorptive, weakly reflective metamaterial—substrate system with compensated chirality
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In the present paper, a theoretical and experimental study of a highly absorptive, weakly reflective coating designed and fabricated on the basis of 3D THz resonant elements is reported. Transmission and reflection of electromagnetic waves from the metamaterial-substrate structure involving a highly absorptive, weakly reflective array of artificial bi-anisotropic elements were analyzed. The samples contained paired right-handed and left-handed helices, due to the fact that the chirality was compensated. The parameters of helices were optimized to achieve roughly identical values of dielectric permittivity and magnetic permeability. As a result, the metamaterial exhibited weak reflectivity in the vicinity of resonance frequency. On the other hand, effective resonance properties of the helices were tuned to ensure substantial absorption of THz radiation. Analytical expressions for the coefficients of radiation reflection and transmission in the samples were derived by solving a boundary-value problem for the propagation of electromagnetic waves in the metamaterial-substrate system. Simulated properties of fabricated structures were compared with experimental data. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4973679]

I. INTRODUCTION

Artificial composite media with chiral properties in the microwave range have been extensively studied during the past several decades.1–13 Chirality is an asymmetry property. An object is chiral if it cannot be made coincident with its mirror-reflected image; examples here are given by right-handed and left-handed helices. Chirality may be a property pertaining not only to natural but, also, to artificial objects such as metamaterials. Metamaterials are artificial materials designed so that to make their electromagnetic properties different from those of natural materials. The properties of metamaterials are normally defined by their structure rather than composition, with effective macroscopic effects being achieved using a non-uniform or discrete structure of the medium.14 Metamaterials are sometimes defined as periodic arrays of artificial objects with a pitch value smaller than excitation wavelength.15 Because of the sub-wave periodicity of metamaterials, electromagnetic waves do not diffract in them. That is why, for incident waves a metamaterial presents a homogeneous medium, and it can be given description in terms of effective or space-average characteristics defined by the geometry of unit cells and composite elements in the material structure.

Rapid development of metamaterials in the past few decades was greatly stimulated by study of negative refraction (see theoretical16,17 and experimental18–21 papers, review on history of the problem,22 and earlier relevant Refs. 22–36) and such fascinating applications of metamaterials with negative index of refraction (NIMs) as perfect lenses37 and an invisibility cloak.38–40 The chiral route to negative refraction41–43 opened a novel way to all applications of NIMs and made development of fabrication of metamaterials with chiral resonators very important.

Besides, chiral NIM researchers keep investigating into the possibility of using chiral media for creation of weakly reflective screens and coatings based on single- or multi-layer chiral structures and absorptive coatings44,45 based on uniform chiral metal structures. Presently, in connection with the extensive development of THz devices, there is a tendency toward creation and investigation of metamaterials for this spectral range. Terahertz radiation (100 GHz–10 THz) attracts interest because of its unique potential applications in nondestructive imaging, spectroscopy, and computed tomography for industrial or security applications, molecular biological science, astronomy, and future communication systems.36–49 Absorptive THz metamaterials are extremely important for creating polarizers,40 modulators,51,52 and filters,53 antireflection coatings in radiometry,54 and imaging.55,56

To remain smaller than radiation wavelengths, in THz metamaterials, artificial elements-resonators must have typical sizes ranging from several micrometers to several ten micrometers. For producing a coherent response, all resonators in a large array must be tuned with a high accuracy. Among the widely used technologies, only traditional planar technology, which allows formation of flat elements and layers, is capable of ensuring required dimensions and accuracy. Properties of
multilayer metamaterials made of flat elements cannot be freely tailored in all three dimensions. Moreover, because of limitations inherent to planar technology, in most cases experimental opportunities available to researchers are restricted just to one element layer (that is, to one metamaterial monolayer); this circumstance seriously hampers the study of bulk electromagnetic properties of materials. Simultaneously, all metamaterial applications of interest require bulk samples with specified 3D electromagnetic properties.\textsuperscript{57,58}

Metamaterials made from 3D shells rolled-up from strained nanofilms\textsuperscript{59–63} allow one to predefine the electromagnetic response of a metamaterial in all three dimensions, which enables creation of metamaterials with fundamentally new properties. The formation principle of shells rolled up from strained films is illustrated in Fig. 1. Nowadays, it is the only one nanotechnology allowing mass fabrication of THz metamaterials based on smooth resonant 3D helices.\textsuperscript{64} Helices are promising elements for metamaterials since both electrical and magnetic dipole moments can be simultaneously generated in them under the action of external electric and magnetic fields. In this manner, the helix combines both the properties of the rod and those of the split ring; yet, in contrast to those traditional metamaterial elements, due to the difference from its mirror image, the helix possesses magnetoelectric or chiral properties. If chirality is not required in a metamaterial, the metamaterial can be made compensated by using identical amounts of right-handed and left-handed helices.

II. OPTIMAL SHAPE OF HELICAL ELEMENTS: IDENTICAL VALUES OF DIELECTRIC, MAGNETIC, AND CHIRAL POLARIZABILITIES

Previously, analytical relations between the dielectric, magnetic, and chiral (magneto-electrical) polarizabilities of small metal helices were derived. It was shown that there exists an “optimal” relation between the helix radius and the helix pitch such that, at a certain frequency, all three polarizabilities will become identical in magnitude (this relation was introduced in Refs. 9, 65, and 66 for helices used as polarization transformers). A helix is investigated under the condition of principal resonance if the length of the straightened helix is equal approximately to half the wavelength of the electromagnetic field. Under such conditions, the shape of the helix is uniquely defined by the pitch angle of the helix. Earlier, optimal helix pitch angles were calculated as a function of the number of helix coils.

III. ARRANGEMENT OF HELICES IN AN ARRAY

An analysis of necessary mutual arrangement and orientation of paired helices providing for compensated chirality was performed. A sample with weak reflective properties, formed by single-coil helices with a pitch angle of 13.5°, must contain identical amounts of right-handed and left-handed helices, which must be arranged in the plane of the sample both vertically and horizontally (Fig. 2). Simultaneously, the amounts of vertically and horizontally arranged helices must be identical, making the electromagnetic properties of the sample isotropic in the sample plane.

The ANSYS HFSS software was used to simulate the properties of 2D arrays formed by paired helices. Such arrays exhibit equally significant dielectric and magnetic properties defined by the optimal shape of the helices. Simultaneously, the chiral properties of artificial structures are made compensated, because, here, pairs of optimal right-handed and left-handed helices are used. As a result, in the THz range the created metamaterial possesses a wave impedance close in magnitude to the wave impedance of free space.

IV. SOLUTION OF THE BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEM AND CALCULATION OF THE COEFFICIENTS OF TRANSMISSION AND REFLECTION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES FOR A HIGHLY ABSORPTIVE, WEAKLY REFLECTIVE 2D ARRAY OF HELICES ON A SUBSTRATE

We take into account the fact that, for optimal helices, the following universal relation holds:\textsuperscript{67–69}

$$m_\varepsilon = -\frac{j\omega^2 q}{2} p_\varepsilon. \quad (1)$$

Here, the coordinate \(x\) is directed along the helix axis, \(r\) is the helix radius, and \(|q| = 2\pi h / h\) is the helix pitch, \(\omega\) is the electric-current cyclic frequency, and \(j\) is the imaginary unit. The sign of the helix specific torsion \(q\) is defined by the handedness of helix: for a right-handed helix, we have \(q > 0\). Relation (1) is a universal one since it holds for any distribution of the induced electric current. The latter is a fact of extreme significance for metamaterials, where, unlike in photonic crystals, the volumetric density of elements is high.
The interaction between elements can be rather strong, and the electric current in a helix can undergo variations under the action of neighbor helices. However, here again relation (1) is not violated, that is, it remains valid also for metamaterials with the highest possible element packing density.

With the aim of solving the boundary-value problem about propagation of an electromagnetic wave in the metamaterial-substrate system, consider a sample made up by many paired helices with optimal parameters. We introduce the following notations (see Fig. 3):

\[ \mathbf{E}' = \mathbf{E}_{0x} e^{j k z - j \omega t} \] is the incident wave in free space, \[ \mathbf{E}' = \mathbf{E}_{0x} e^{j k z + j \omega t} \] is the reflected wave, and \[ \mathbf{E} = \mathbf{E}_{0} x_{0} e^{j k z - j \omega t} \] is the wave in the structure made up by the helices.

The structure possesses some dielectric and magnetic properties yet no chiral ones since, here, identical amounts of paired right-handed and left-handed helices are used to diminish the chirality parameter (Fig. 2). The densities of helices oriented in the vertical and horizontal directions in the plane of sample are identical. That is why the metamaterial is isotropic in the plane XOY and, while solving the boundary-layer problem, we may restrict our consideration to the waves polarized along the X axis only. Also, for the waves in the substrate we have \[ \mathbf{E}' = \mathbf{E}_{0x} e^{j k z - j \omega t} + \mathbf{E}_{0x} e^{j k z - j \omega t}. \] In addition, \[ \mathbf{E}' = \mathbf{E}_{0} x_{0} e^{j k z - j \omega t} \] is the wave in the air having passed the whole sample (the helix layer plus the substrate).

The condition of continuity for the electric-field vector at \( Z = 0 \) is

\[ E_{0}^{i} + E_{0}^{r} = E_{0}^{1} + E_{0}^{1}. \] (2)

A similar condition at \( Z = L_{h} = L_{1} \) (designations \( L_{1}, L_{2}, L_{b(helix)}, \) and \( L_{t(substrate)} \) are clarified by Fig. 3) is

\[ E_{0}^{i} e^{j k z} + E_{0}^{r} e^{-j k z} = E_{0}^{0} e^{j k z} + E_{0}^{0} e^{-j k z}. \] (3)

The condition at \( Z = L_{4} + L_{h} = L_{2} \) is

\[ E_{0}^{i} e^{j k z} + E_{0}^{r} e^{-j k z} = E_{0}^{2} e^{j k z}. \] (4)

We calculate the magnetic field intensity in the case of a plane wave. The magnetic field in the medium is \( \mathbf{H} = \frac{k}{\epsilon_{0} \mu_{0}} [z_{0} \mathbf{E}], \) the magnetic fields of the incident and transmitted waves are \( \mathbf{H} = \frac{k}{\epsilon_{0} \mu_{0}} \), and the magnetic field of the reflected wave is \( \mathbf{H} = \frac{k}{\epsilon_{0} \mu_{0}} [z_{0} \mathbf{E}] \). Hence, for the incident wave we have \( \mathbf{H}' = \frac{k}{\epsilon_{0} \mu_{0}} [E_{0x} e^{2j k z - j \omega t}] \), and for the reflected wave, \( \mathbf{H}' = -\frac{k}{\epsilon_{0} \mu_{0}} E_{0x} e^{2j k z - j \omega t} \). The wavenumber in the helix layer is \( k_{1} = \frac{\omega}{c_{1}} \). As a result, we obtain:

\[ H' = \frac{1}{c_{0}} \sqrt{\frac{\mu_{2}}{\mu_{1}}} E_{0x} e^{2j k z - j \omega t} \] in the wave propagating through the helix layer, \( H'^{(2)} = \frac{1}{c_{0}} \sqrt{\frac{\mu_{2}}{\mu_{1}}} E_{0x} e^{2j k z - j \omega t} \) in the wave propagating in the substrate, and \( H' = \frac{1}{c_{0}} \sqrt{\frac{\mu_{2}}{\mu_{1}}} E_{0x} e^{2j k z - j \omega t} \) in the transmitted wave.

The condition of continuity for the magnetic-field vector at \( Z = 0 \) is

\[ E_{0}^{i} - E_{0}^{r} = \frac{\sqrt{\mu_{1}}}{\mu_{2}} (E_{0}^{0} - E_{0}^{f}). \] (5)

A similar condition at \( Z = L_{1} \) is

\[ \sqrt{\frac{\mu_{1}}{\mu_{2}}} (E_{0}^{0} e^{j k z_{1}} - E_{0}^{0} e^{-j k z_{1}}) = \sqrt{\frac{\mu_{1}}{\mu_{2}}} (E_{0}^{0} e^{j k z_{1}} - E_{0}^{0} e^{-j k z_{1}}). \] (6)

A condition at \( Z = L_{2} \) is

\[ \sqrt{\frac{\mu_{2}}{\mu_{1}}} (E_{0}^{0} e^{j k z_{2}} - E_{0}^{0} e^{-j k z_{2}}) = E_{0}^{0} e^{j k z_{2}}. \] (7)

By solving the boundary-value problem represented by systems (2)–(7), we derive the following expression for the ratio between the amplitudes of the reflected and incident waves:

\[ \frac{E_{0}^{r}}{E_{0}^{i}} = \frac{r_{01} + r_{12} e^{2 j k z_{1}} + r_{20} e^{2 j k z_{2}} + L_{1}}{1 + r_{01} r_{12} e^{2 j k z_{1}} + r_{20} e^{2 j k z_{2}} + L_{1} r_{12} + r_{01} r_{20} e^{2 j k z_{1}} + r_{01} r_{20} e^{2 j k z_{1}}}. \] (8)

In expression (8), the following designations are used:

\[ \eta = \sqrt{\frac{\mu_{1}}{\mu_{2}}} \] is the impedance; \( r_{01} = \frac{\eta_{1}}{\eta_{2}} \) is the coefficient of reflection from the air–metamaterial layer interface; \( r_{12} = \frac{2 \eta_{2} - \eta_{1}}{\eta_{2} + \eta_{1}} \) is the coefficient of reflection from the metamaterial layer-substrate interface; \( r_{20} = \frac{1 - \eta_{2}}{1 + \eta_{2}} \) is the coefficient of reflection from the substrate-air interface; \( t_{01} = \frac{2 \eta_{1}}{\eta_{1} + \eta_{2}} \) is the transmission coefficient for the air–metamaterial layer interface; \( t_{12} = \frac{2 \eta_{2}}{\eta_{2} + \eta_{1}} \) is the transmission coefficient for the metamaterial–substrate interface; \( t_{20} = \frac{\eta_{2}}{\eta_{2} + \eta_{1}} \) is the transmission coefficient for the substrate–air interface.

In some cases, the contribution due to the wave reflected from the substrate-air interface can be neglected. That is the case under the following conditions:

1. the substrate impedance is equal to the impedance of air, that is, \( \eta_{2} = 1 \) or \( r_{20} = 0 \);
2. in the substrate, the wave undergoes absorption and, on condition that the substrate is sufficiently thick, we have \( L_{2} > L_{1} \) and \( e^{2 j k z_{2}} \rightarrow 0 \);
3. provided that measurements are conducted in pulsed mode and the substrate is sufficiently thick, then the...
second reflected pulse follows at a substantial delay with respect to the primary pulse reflected both from the metamaterial and from the first substrate boundary. In our experiment, this additional reflected pulse can be easily separated from the primary pulse.

In all three cases, expression (8) yields the formula

$$R = \frac{E_2}{E_1} = \frac{r_{12} + r_{12}e^{2j\beta_1 L_2}}{1 + r_{12}r_{20}e^{2j\beta_1 L_2}},$$

(9)

with \(R\) being the amplitude coefficient of reflection from the whole metamaterial-substrate system. On introduction of the refraction index and absorption coefficient of the metamaterial, expression (9) transforms into

$$R = \frac{E_2}{E_1} = \frac{r_{12} + r_{12}e^{(2j\beta_1' - a)L_2}}{1 + r_{12}r_{20}e^{(2j\beta_1' - a)L_2}},$$

(10)

Here, \(\beta_1'\) is the refraction index of the metamaterial, \(2\beta_1' = a\) is the absorption coefficient of the metamaterial, and \(k_1'\) is the imaginary part of the wavenumber for the metamaterial.

Similarly, we introduce the designation \(E_2/E_1 = T\) for the amplitude transmission coefficient of the whole sample. Systems (2)–(7) yield the following expression for the amplitude transmission coefficient:

$$T = \frac{t_{12}t_{20}e^{-2j\beta_2 k_2 L_2} + jk_1 L_1 + jk_2 (L_2 - L_1)}{1 + r_{12}r_{20}e^{2j\beta_2 k_2 L_2}}.$$  

(11)

The metamaterial possesses weak reflecting properties because at some frequency \(\omega_0\) its wave impedance is equal to the wave impedance of free space and \(r_{12} = 0\) at this frequency. Then, we have \(t_{12} = 1\), and formula (11) simplifies to

$$T(\omega_0) = \frac{t_{12}t_{20}e^{-2j\beta_2 k_2 L_2} + jk_1 L_1 + jk_2 (L_2 - L_1)}{1 + r_{12}r_{20}e^{2j\beta_2 k_2 L_2}}.$$  

(12)

In the THz range, the substrate is transparent to radiation and, then, \(k_2 = k_2'\) is a real number. The quantities \(t_{20}\) and \(t_{12}\) have real values as well since, at the frequency \(\omega_0\), we have: \(\eta_1 = 1\).

Now, we find the power transmission coefficient at frequency \(\omega_0\)

$$|T(\omega_0)|^2 = \frac{t_{12}t_{20}e^{-2j\beta_2 k_2 L_2}}{1 + 2r_{12}r_{20}\cos(2k_2 (L_2 - L_1)) + r_{12}^2 r_{20}^2}. $$  

(13)

At frequency \(\omega_0\), we have: \(c_1 = \mu_1\), so that at this frequency the metamaterial has identical significant dielectric and magnetic properties. Hence

$$k_1 = \frac{c_0}{\sqrt{\epsilon_1 \mu_1}} = \frac{c_0}{\sqrt{c_1}}$$

and \(k_1'' = \frac{c_0}{\sqrt{\epsilon_1''}}\), (14)

Formulas (14) show that, for such a metamaterial, the wavenumber depends on dielectric permittivity linearly and not quadratically, whose dependence is known from the

electrodynamics of ordinary dielectric media. Hence, on condition that \(\epsilon_1'' > 1\), the metamaterial has a greater refraction index than ordinary dielectrics. Simultaneously, in the case of \(\epsilon_1'' < 1\) the absorption coefficient of such a metamaterial has a lower value in comparison with ordinary absorptive dielectrics.

For the metamaterial without a substrate, we have \(r_{12} = 0\) and \(r_{20} = 0\); then

$$|T(\omega_0)|^2 = e^{-2k_1' L_1} = e^{-2\epsilon_1''/c_1}. $$  

(15)

By using formula (13) and measuring the dependence \(T(\omega_0)\), given the values of substrate parameters, we can calculate the imaginary part of the dielectric permittivity of the metamaterial \(\epsilon_1''(\omega_0)\), because at this frequency the impedance of the metamaterial is unity. Since at frequency \(\omega_0\), the metamaterial is matched to free space, then

$$\eta_1 = 1 \quad r_{12} = \frac{\eta_2 - 1}{\eta_2 + 1} \quad r_{20} = \frac{1 - \eta_2}{1 + \eta_2}.$$  

Hence, at frequency \(\omega_0\) we have \(r_{12} = -r_{20}\), and now we obtain

$$|T(\omega_0)|^2 = \frac{(1 - r_{20})^2 e^{-2\epsilon_1''/c_1}}{1 - r_{20}^2 c_1^2 \cos(2k_2 (L_2 - L_1)) + r_{20}^2}. $$  

(16)

The latter coefficient has a lower value, in comparison with the case in which waves propagate across the bare substrate, due to the exponential term in the nominator, which takes into account the propagation of waves in the metamaterial.

Consider formula (9), which is applicable in pulsed mode at frequency \(\omega_0\). Then, we have \(r_{12} = 0\) and \(r_{20} = -r_{20}\) and find the reflection coefficient in terms of the wave power

$$|R(\omega_0)|^2 = \frac{r_{20}^2 e^{-4\epsilon_1''/c_1}}{1 - r_{20}^2 c_1^2 \cos(2k_2 (L_2 - L_1)) + r_{20}^2}, $$  

(17)

This coefficient is smaller in value than the coefficient of reflection just from the substrate because the wave undergoes absorption in the metamaterial.

From an experiment performed individually for the bare substrate (without the metamaterial), we can determine the coefficients of reflection and transmission of the substrate for THz waves. Also, those coefficients can be calculated by solving the boundary-value problem on the assumption of \(L_1 = 0\). Then, for the bare substrate we have

$$|R_s|^2 = r_{20}^2; \quad |T_s|^2 = \frac{(1 - r_{20})^2}{1 - r_{20}^2 2 \cos(2k_2 L_2) + r_{20}^2}. $$  

(18)

In (18), \(L_2 - L_1 = L_s\) is the thickness of the substrate.

For making a comparison between experimental and calculated data, we introduce the reflection and transmission coefficients

$$R_s(\omega) = |R(\omega)|/|R_s(\omega)| \quad \text{and} \quad T_s(\omega) = |T(\omega)|/|T_s(\omega)|,$$

(19)
normalized by the reflection and transmission coefficients of the bare substrate in terms of wave amplitude. Then, on the condition that no reflection of electromagnetic waves occurs at the air-metamaterial interface, for the resonance frequency we obtain the following simple relation:

\[ R_n(\omega_0) = T_n^2(\omega_0). \]  

(20)

Formula (20) arises as a consequence of the fact that the waves undergo reflection at the metamaterial-substrate interface only. As a result, in pulsed mode the reflected wave traverses the absorptive layer with helices two times whereas the transmitted wave, just one time.

The proposed metamaterial, which is based on the array of paired helices, reveals equally strong dielectric and magnetic properties originating from the optimal shape of the helices. The chiral properties of the artificial structure are compensated due to the use of the paired optimal left-handed helices. As a result, the proposed metamaterial has the wave impedance that is close to the free space impedance. In the vicinity of the resonant frequency, the sample shows weak reflecting properties. At the same time, although the substrate is transparent in the frequency range, substantial absorption of waves near the resonant frequency takes place. The absorptive properties of the metamaterial result from resonant excitation of currents in well-conducting (gold-plated) helices.

V. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL WITH SIMULATED DATA

Experimental implementation of the metamaterials based on THz helices has become possible with the advent of the precise 3D nanostructuring technique based on the rolling-up of strained nanofilms.\(^{59-63}\) Samples in the form of 2D arrays of right-handed and left-handed helices were fabricated from strained metal–semiconductor films and experimentally studied. The pairs of helices were aligned horizontally and vertically in the plane of the sample (Fig. 4). Fig. 4(a) presents a schematic of the initial plane element in the form of V-like InGaAs/GaAs/Ti/Au—strips united by InGaAs/GaAs film crosspieces and stiffeners made of negative photoresist. To form an array of such elements, we exposed the epitaxial AlAs/InGaAs/GaAs film on a GaAs substrate to the three photolithographic operations, etching and metal deposition. The semiconductor film mesasstructure (InGaAs/GaAs) was defined by the first lithography, the pattern of V-like metal strips (Ti/Au) was formed by the second lithography, and the third lithography was used to make fastening elements and stiffeners from negative photoresist. Being detached from the substrate (Fig. 1), such a V-like plane element rolled up as InGaAs/GaAs/Ti/Au left- and right-handed helices (Fig. 4(b)) under action of internal strains between layers, the upper and bottom ends of V roll up towards each other in opposite directions as schematically shown in Fig. 4(a). Additional semiconductor crosspieces and stiffeners prevent the film from the rolling-up in undesirable directions. The central fastening elements provide the rigid fixation and positioning of the 3D nanoﬁlm elements on the substrate (Fig. 4(b)). The rolling-up method allows formation of regular arrays of 3D nanoﬁlm elements of a large area (Fig. 4(c)). The arrays of paired helices with the surface density of helices \( N_h = 6.8 \times 10^3 \text{ cm}^{-2} \) were formed over areas of several square centimeters. The implemented helix pitch angle value, 13.5°, was optimal for reaching identical values of the dielectric and magnetic polarizabilities of the helices (see Refs. 9 and 65). Transmission and reflection spectra of fabricated metamaterial samples were studied by the time-domain spectroscopy (TDS) method. For performing the latter study, we have developed a THz laser-optical setup in which, as a source of radiation, a KYW:Yb femtosecond laser was used. The laser emitted radiation at wavelength 1030 nm. An optical diagram of the setup is shown in Fig. 5.

In the THz-radiation emitter and detectors, the photoconducting antennas were excited by laser pulses (pulse width \(~100 \text{ fs} \)) at 15-mW mean radiation power. Optimal

![FIG. 4. (a) Schematic of the initial plane element made of strained multilayer nanofilm. Dark-yellow V-like strips with length of 77 \( \mu \text{m} \) and width of 3 \( \mu \text{m} \) are prepared from the In\(_{0.5}\)Ga\(_{0.5}\)As/GaAs/Ti/Au (16/40/4/40 nm) film. The orange crosspieces between the strips are made of the semiconductor InGaAs/GaAs film. The purple fastening element of negative photoresist keeps the helices on the substrate after the etching out of the underlying sacrificial layer. (b) and (c) SEM images of an array of right-handed and left-handed single-coil metal-semiconductor helices in top and oblique (inset) views. The pitch angle of the helix \( \alpha \) was 13.5°, and the helix radius, 12.4 \( \mu \text{m} \).](image-url)
excitation power values were implemented using an attenuator (not shown in the figures) and light splitters developed for use with laser pulses of femtosecond width. Phase distortions in femtosecond-duration radiation pulses which arose due to the dispersion of group velocities upon reflection were minimized using, in the delay line, metal mirrors M-1–M-4 and a three-mirror corner reflector with Au coating. Simulation data for the normalized values of reflection and transmission coefficients (19) in comparison with the experimental data are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The normalization was carried out using the substrate only; thus the measured normalized coefficients may exceed 1. Fig. 7 shows oscillations due to the Fabry-Perot resonance inside the plate taking into account its finite thickness. There is no oscillation in Fig. 6 as in this case the reflectance from the second border of the substrate was not taken into account. The graph of the theoretical coefficient (absolute) of absorption of the structure is shown in Fig. 8. The theoretical coefficient of absorption of the substrate is equal to zero as it is supposed that the substrate is lossless. In the simulations, the following values of structure parameters complying with the parameter values of the actual structure were adopted:

\[ L = 77 \text{ } \mu\text{m}, \quad \omega_0 = 12.6 \times 10^{12} \text{ } \text{rad/s}, \quad \text{resistivity } \rho = 2.42 \times 10^{-8} \Omega \text{m}, \quad \text{and } N_h = 6.8 \times 10^4 \text{ } \text{cm}^{-2}. \]

There are several types of chiral metamaterials with 3D conductive elements for the terahertz range (0.2–3.5 THz) known from the literature. The paper demonstrated a chiral NIM metamaterial based on separate metal microresonators in the form of two parallel strips with a diagonal bridge on pillars. Authors of Refs. 71 and 72 suggested to form chiral NIM metamaterials and circular polarizers as continuous free-standing metal meta-foils made of conjugated 3D elements. The polarization rotator made of pseudo-planar metal swastikas on a silicon substrate was demonstrated in Ref. 73. A tunable chiral metamaterial with resonators in the form of reconfigurable suspended planar spirals is the most similar to our technological approach. In contrary to the all above mentioned structures, our metamaterial is based on smooth resonant elements of strictly helicoidal shape and has compensated chirality. The last feature can be of use for practical applications, where high absorption is required without polarization transformation.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have designed and fabricated a highly absorptive metamaterial with compensated chirality based on smooth paired helices with optimized parameters. A boundary-value problem for the propagation of electromagnetic waves in a bi-layer structure in air was solved to determine the properties of the metamaterial-substrate system. The obtained data were compared with the experimental values of transmission and reflection coefficients for THz radiation.

In the obtained material, based on an array of paired helices, equally significant dielectric and magnetic properties

FIG. 5. Experimental setup: 1—delay line; 2—THz emitter; 3, 5, 12—off-axis parabolic mirrors (OAPMs); 4, 8, 14, 15—optical mirrors; 6—metamaterial sample; 7, 11—THz detectors; 9, 10—beam splitters; 13—laser source.

FIG. 6. Normalized coefficient of reflection of electromagnetic waves from the metamaterial-substrate system versus frequency in pulsed mode.

FIG. 7. Normalized coefficient of transmission of electromagnetic waves propagating through the metamaterial-substrate system versus frequency.

FIG. 8. Theoretically calculated absorption coefficient versus frequency.
were manifested due to the optimized shape of helices. Simultaneously, the chiral properties of the artificial structure were compensated due to the fact that pairs of optimal right-handed and left-handed helices were used in this structure. As a result, in the THz range the obtained metamaterial possessed a wave-impedance value close to that of free space.

Calculations based on the solved boundary-layer problem were performed to determine the values of the transmission and reflection coefficients for electromagnetic waves versus sample parameters. The solution of the boundary-layer problem has confirmed the fact that the sample exhibited weak reflective properties in the vicinity of the previously identified resonance frequency. Simultaneously, substantial wave absorption was observed around this frequency although the substrate was transparent in this frequency range. Such absorptive properties emerge as a consequence of resonant excitation of induced currents in the conducting helices with the Au layer.

On the basis of the obtained results, THz-range metamaterials with optimal helical elements can be developed. Also possible is the fabrication of new NIMs suitable for making planar «lenses» in the THz range.

A comparative analysis of experimental graphs and the results of modeling, based on theoretical derivations, shows that the proposed model satisfactorily describes properties of materials with optimal helical elements can be developed. Also possible is the fabrication of new NIMs suitable for making planar «lenses» in the THz range.
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